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Vice Squad are an English punk rock band formed in 1979 in Bristol.The band was formed from two other
local punk bands, The Contingent and TV Brakes. The songwriter and vocalist Beki Bondage (born Rebecca
Louise Bond) was a founding member of the band.Although there was a period of time when the band had a
different vocalist she reformed the band in 1997.
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Vice Squad are an English punk band.. A vice squad is a police division whose focus is stopping public-order
crimes like gambling, narcotics, prostitution, and illegal sales of alcohol.. Vice squad may also refer to: . The
Vice Squad, a 1931 Paramount film starring Paul Lukas; Vice Squad, a 1953 police procedural film; Vice
Squad, a 1959 crime film; Vice Squad, a 1978 crime film
Vice squad (disambiguation) - Wikipedia
A bad habit. Gluttony is a vice, not a virtue.Â· (law) Any of various crimes related (depending on jurisdiction)
to prostitution, pornography, gambling, alcohol, or drugs.Â· A defect in the temper or behaviour of a horse,
such as to make the animal dangerous, to injure its health, or to diminish its usefulness. From the case of
Scholefield v ...
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Hillside Conservative Vice Lords Traveling Vice Lords Four Corner Hustlers Latin Kings Gangster Disciples.
Hinsdale Latin Kings Gangster Two Six. Hodgskins
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2016-01-01. We won a $172,684 grant from the state Rescue Squad Assistance Fund and a $22,346 grant
from the Virginia Beach Rescue Squad Foundation to complete projects to add a 6th badly needed
ambulance to our fleet, and to outfit all our ambulances with safer Stryker Power-LOAD systems. We are still
looking for about $101,000 in matching funds to complete these projects!
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ATA Publication Tucson Trap and Skeet Club Tucson, AZ Preliminary Spring Grand Week February 15-19,
2017 The Amateur Trapshooting Association Presents
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Squad Overmatch Study-Tactical Combat Casualty Care (SOvM-TC3) completed a month long study on 6
NOV at Fort Benning with four Army and three Marine squads with an emphasis on TC3, along with an
improved curriculum.
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